
Official Languages
‘Official  language(s)’  refer  to  the  language(s)  in  which  states  normally  conduct  their
business and communicate with their citizens. Many of the world’s constitutions privilege
particular languages as ‘official’ by so declaring them. Some go on to designate their official
languages as the languages of use in the legislatures, courts, civil administration, schools
and other public emanations of the state.[1] Commonly, states affirmatively promote their
official languages with state power. This, however, is not invariably so. Some states, like the
United States, have not constitutionalized an official language.[2]

Language is a badge of identity for national communities. Nationalist movements often
occasion a conflict between language communities. Some countries recognize two or more
languages as official, but promote only one as its national language. This is the case with
Israel, where Hebrew and Arabic are official languages of the state, but where Hebrew
alone is strongly promoted as the Israeli national language.[3]

Canada’s Constitution declares English and French as the official languages of Canada and
provides that these languages have equality of status and equal rights and privileges as to
their  use  in  all  institutions  of  the  Parliament  and government  of  Canada.[4]  Canada’s
constitution  also  creates  rights  to  use  either  language  in  Parliamentary  and  court
proceedings and to communicate with or be served by institutions of the federal government
in either language.[5] Under certain conditions French or English language minorities in the
provinces have a constitutionally guaranteed right to receive minority language instruction
in educational structures appertaining to their communities.[6]

Language rights provided for in Canada’s Constitution are deepened and detailed in the
federal Official Languages Act.[7] The Official Languages Act guarantees as well that all
federal  employees have the right to use either English or French in the workplace.[8]
Importantly, the Act commits the federal government to supporting, enhancing and assisting
Canada’s minority official language communities.[9] A ‘Commissioner of Official Languages’
supported by a permanent staff monitors implementation of these rights.[10]
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